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    This research proposes estimation algorithms of relative position and attitude during interplanetary proximity 

rendezvous and docking by using Ultra-Wide-Band (UWB) devices. The UWB device is a low-power and small 

communication device between several spacecraft, and it is suitable to mount micro spacecraft. It can be used for high 

precision ranging and high speed communication. In this paper, two estimation algorithms, which effectively use UWB’s 

properties, are discussed. The first one estimates the relative position by using the ranging data of UWB devices and obtains 

the relative attitude information from the attitude sensors shared by the UWB communications. The second one assumes that 

the attitude sensor of the chaser cannot work, and the relative attitude is estimated by using the multiple ranging data of UWB 

devices. This research evaluates the observability and the estimation accuracy of the two proposed algorithms using a 

rendezvous simulator. This evaluation reveals the conditions of the relative position and attitude for the accurate and stable 

estimation. This paper will contribute to the maneuver planning of interplanetary proximity rendezvous and docking and will 

expand the capability of future deep space missions by micro spacecraft. 
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Nomenclature 

 

L :  position vector 

q :  quaternion 

𝝎 :  angular velocity vector 

F :  force vector 

T :  torque vector 

I :  inertia tensor 

M :  mass of spacecraft   

C :  coordinate transformation matrix 

U :  position vector of UWB device 

 Subscripts 

i :  inertial frame 

c :  chaser 

t :  target 

d :  disturbance 

m :  input of control 

 

1.  Introduction 

 

  In recent years, technologies of micro spacecraft have been 

improved, and many earth orbiting satellites such as XI-IV, XI-

V, 1) and PRISM 2) were developed. Furthermore, the 

demonstration of PROCYON 3) certifies realization of deep 

space exploration by a single micro spacecraft, and many 

missions of interplanetary micro spacecraft are proposed. 

However, resources of the micro spacecraft such as propulsion 

and electric power are extremely limited, and future missions 

of a single micro spacecraft have some limitations. 

  A docking between large spacecraft which has a lot of 

resources, and micro spacecraft expands their mission 

capability more and more. For a demonstration of such docking 

system in deep space, medium spacecraft DESTINY+ are 

proposed by JAXA. DESTINY+ mounts micro spacecraft 

PROCYON-mini 4) that is developed by the University of 

Tokyo. PROCYON-mini is taken to an asteroid by DESTINY+, 

separated to perform proximity flyby observation, and re-

docked to DESTINY+ again to go to other asteroids. This 

rendezvous and docking system can realize a higher level 

mission in deep space by micro spacecraft.  

  PROCYON-mini uses UWB (Ultra-Wide-Band) devices for 

rendezvous sensors. The UWB device is a low power and small 

communication system and is able to be high-accuracy ranging 

and high-speed communication simultaneously. The UWB 

device is suitable for rendezvous sensor of micro spacecraft 

because of their limitation of resources. 

  One of the goals of this research is to propose estimation 

algorithms of relative position and attitude during proximity 

rendezvous and docking by using multiple UWB devices in 

order to realize DESTINY+ and PROCYON-mini project. 

 

2.  Ultra-Wide-Band (UWB) device 

 

  PROCYON-mini uses micro consumer UWB devices in Fig. 

2, and the specifications of the UWB device are summarized in 

 

Fig. 1.  Overview of rendevous and docking with UWB devices 

measure Time of Flight of pulse train
→Ranging

add information to pulse train
→communication
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Table 1. Since the communication power is low, the maximum 

distance of ranging and communication is limited to 300 m, 

which is determined from Friis’s equation 6). 

 

 

Table 1.Specifications of UWB device 5) 

max power supply 0.23 [W] 

size 23 × 13 × 2.9 [mm] 

weight 1.4 [g] 

 

  The UWB device measures time of flight when a radio wave 

is transposed and received, and the distance between two UWB 

devices is calculated from the time of flight. The period of 

UWB device’s impulse is very short that high accurate ranging 

can be realized.  

  The standard deviation of ranging noise is changed 

dependent on the distance between UWB devices. The 

relationship is assumed as Table 2 in this paper. 

 

Table 2. Noise property of UWB device 

the distance b/w UWB devices deviation of noise 

300~200m 0.1m 

200~150m 0.07m 

150~100m 0.05m 

100~0m 0.03m 

 

   

  In order to verify the proposed algorithms, a rendezvous 

simulator that emulates the characteristics of the UWB devices, 

is developed. In the simulator, three UWB devices are attached 

to each spacecraft (i.e., chaser and target spacecraft). In this 

case, when all distances between UWB devices are observed, 

the relative attitude is uniquely determined by the ranging data. 

Additionally, each spacecraft also secures redundancy of 

communication system and is more tolerable for a malfunction 

since multiple UWB devices are mounted on. Each UWB 

device has a half-wave dipole antenna which can be easily 

estimated their antenna gain. The shape of the antenna is 

assumed plane and the three geometric parameters are defined 

as Fig 3. 

 

 

3.  Problem Setting 

 

3.1.  Estimated State Variables and Problem Setting 

Firstly, estimated state variables which are needed during 

proximity rendezvous and docking are introduced. Four 

estimated state variables and sensors for the estimations are 

determined as Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Observation strategies to estimate state parameters 

Relative Position Ranging with UWB 

Relative Velocity Ranging with UWB 

Relative Attitude 

Sharing attitude quaternion with UWB 

communication each spacecraft get by STT 

or 

Ranging with UWB (using multiple UWB devices) 

Relative Angular 

Velocity 

Sharing angular velocity with UWB communication 

each spacecraft get by Gyro sensors 

or 

Ranging with UWB (using multiple UWB devices) 

 

3.2.  Environmental Condition  

  Secondly, the environmental condition for the rendezvous 

problem is introduced. This research considers only solar 

radiation pressure (SRP) for a disturbance in deep space. SRP 

is about 4.6 μN/m2 at 1 AU. Under the configuration of the 

chaser and the target, the standard deviations of SRP 

disturbance acting on the DESTINY+ and PROCYON-mini are 

calculated as Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Disturbances acting on spacecraft 

Target 

DESTINY+ 

disturbance force 0.67 × 10−4 [𝑁] 

disturbance torque 0.67 × 10−5 [𝑁 ∙ 𝑚] 

Chaser 

PROCYON-mini 

disturbance force 0.33 × 10−6 [𝑁] 

disturbance torque 0.33 × 10−7 [𝑁 ∙ 𝑚] 

 

3.3.  State Equation and Observation Equation 

  Finally, the state equation and the observation equation for 

the proposed algorithms are discussed here. The state equation 

of the position and the attitude of the two spacecraft are derived. 

The motion of the relative position in proximity rendezvous can 

be assumed as a uniform linear motion because a scale of a 

trajectory motion in deep space is too large to consider 

curvilineal motions. The equation of motion of the chaser and 

3. axial direction 
of antenna

: 1. positon of 
UWB devices

2. normal vector of 
UWB plane

UWB plane
half-wave dipole
antenna pattern

Fig. 3. Three geometric parameters of UWB device 

Fig. 2. Example of consumer used UWB device 5) 
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the target is formulized as Eq. (1) and (2). 

 𝑀𝑡�̈�𝑖2𝑡
𝑖 = 𝑭𝑡

𝑖 = 𝑭𝑡𝑑
𝑖 + 𝑭𝑡𝑚

𝑖  (1)  

 𝑀𝑐�̈�𝑖2𝑐
𝑖 = 𝑭𝑐

𝑖 = 𝑭𝑐𝑑
𝑖 + 𝑭𝑐𝑚

𝑖  (2)  

  Subtracting Eq. (1) and (2), the equation of relative motion 

is derived. Attitude motion is obtained by Eular’s rotation 

equation and the kinematics equation of quaternion as follows: 

 𝑻𝒕
𝒃 = 𝑰𝒕𝝎𝒕̇ + 𝝎𝒕 × 𝑯𝒃, (3)  

 �̇� =
1

2

[
 
 
 
 
0 −𝜔𝑥 − 𝜔𝑦 −𝜔𝑧

𝜔𝑥 0 𝜔𝑧 −𝜔𝑦

𝜔𝑦 −𝜔𝑧 0 𝜔𝑥

𝜔𝑧 𝜔𝑦 −𝜔𝑥 0 ]
 
 
 
 

𝒒 =
1

2
𝛺𝒒. (4)  

  

The observation values of the chaser are ranging distances 

between UWB devices. This value can be formalized because 

ranging distances between UWB devices can be calculated 

geometrically. Considering that coordinate transformation 

matrixes can be derives from quaternions, the observed 

distance is defined as Eq. (5). 

 
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑼𝒄𝒋, 𝑼𝒕𝒌, 𝑳𝒄𝟐𝒕

𝒊 , 𝒒𝒊𝟐𝒕, 𝒒𝒊𝟐𝒄)  

= |𝑳𝒄𝟐𝒕
𝒊 + 𝑪𝒕𝟐𝒊𝑼𝒕𝒌 − 𝑪𝒄𝟐𝒊𝑼𝒄𝒋| 

(5)  

  𝑐𝑗  and 𝑡𝑘  represent position vectors of each UWB device 

which is attached on the chaser and the target. The number of j 

and k are changed depending on number of UWB devices. 

 

4.  Estimation of Position State when Sharing Attitude 

Information using UWB communication 

 

  In this paper, two estimation algorithms, which effectively 

use UWB’s properties, are proposed. In the both algorithms, the 

relative position is estimated from the UWB ranging data, and 

the target attitude is obtained from the attitude sensor mounted 

on the target spacecraft via UWB communication system. The 

difference between the algorithms is how to get the attitude of 

the chaser. The first algorithm determines the chaser’s attitude 

from the attitude sensors such as the gyro sensor and the star 

sensor directly. The second algorithm estimates the attitude 

from the multiple UWB ranging data in order to keep the 

estimation even if the star sensor cannot work well. This section 

introduces the first algorithm. 

 

4.1.  Algorithm 

  The first algorithm implemented in the chaser is Extended 

Kalman Filter (EKF) illustrated like Fig. 4. 

 

The flow of the proposed algorithm is explained as follows. 

1. Propagate estimated value of relative position with 

state equation. 

2. Propagate estimated value of target’s attitude and also 

estimates its own attitude with STT and gyro. 

3. Update estimated target’s attitude by getting attitude 

information of target with UWB communication in the 

period of 0.2 seconds. 

4. Update relative position by EKF with UWB’s ranging 

value in the period of 0.2 seconds. Observe matrix can 

be given by Jacobian because of non-linear 

observation equation 

5. Iterate the above flow. 

  

4.2.  Simulation 

 

4.2.1.  Condition of Simulation 

  The conditions of the simulation are defined as Fig. 5, Table 

5, and 6. The configuration of the chaser and target spacecraft 

is determined in reference to DESTINY+ and PROCYON-mini. 

 

Fig. 5.  Geometric parameters of the UWB devices in the simulator 

Table 5. Parameter setting in the simulator 

symbol item value unit 

deltaT propagation time 0.1 [sec] 

Q 

covariance matrix of 

disturbance force 

diagonal component 1~3 

row 

(0.67 × 10−4)2 

[N2] 

diagonal component 4~6 

row 

(0.33 × 10−6)2 

Mt mass of chaser 10 [kg] 

Mc mass of target 500 [kg] 

𝐼𝑐 inertia tensor of chaser diag([0.17,0.24,0.098]) [kg m2] 

𝐼𝑡 inertia tensor of target diag([300,300,250]) [kg m2] 

STTtime STT’s update time  1 [sec] 

UWBtime UWB’s update time 

(communication and 

ranging) 

0.2 [sec] 

 

Table 6. Initial value setting in the simulator 

𝐿𝑐2𝑡𝑒
𝑖  

estimated value of relative 

position of target 
[150,100,120] [m] 

(1,0,0)

U_c1 
(0.2, 0, 0)

(0, 0, 1)

U_t1
(5,0,0)
(1,0,0)
(0, 0, 1)

(1,0,1)

U_c3
(0.2, 0, 0.2)

(1, 0, 0)

U_t3
(0,0,5)
(0,0,1)
(1, 0, 0)

Red     : position vector of UWB devices in body frame
Black  : normal vector of UWB plane in body frame 
Green : axial direction of antenna

(1,1,0)

U_c2
(0.2, 0.2, 0)

(0, 0, 1)

U_t2
(0,5,0)
(0,1,0)
(0, 0, 1)

Fig. 4.  First estimation algorithm of state variables using 

communication and ranging 

target

chaser

STTGyro

STTGyro

every 1secevery 0.2sec

UWB communication

propagate

Update with ranging 
data from UWB 

every 0.2sec

update

propagate

propagate

propagate

every 0.2sec

every 1secevery 0.2sec
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𝐿𝑐2𝑡𝑡
𝑖  

true value of relative 

position of target 
[152,96,122] [m] 

𝑉𝑐2𝑡𝑒
𝑖  

estimated value of relative 

velocity of target 
[-0.20,0.08,-0.6] [m/s] 

𝑉𝑐2𝑡𝑡
𝑖  

true value of relative 

velocity of target 
[-0.70,-0.44,-0.56] [m/s] 

𝑞𝑖2𝑐𝑡
 

true value of chaser’s 

attitude of quaternion   
[1,0,0,0]  

𝑞𝑖2𝑡𝑡
 

true value of target’s 

attitude of quaternion 
[0,0,0,1]  

𝜔𝑐𝑡
 

true value of chaser’s 

angular velocity 
[0,0,0] [rad/s] 

𝜔𝑡𝑡
 

true value of target’s 

angular velocity 
[0,0,0] [rad/s] 

P 
covariance matrix of state 

vector 
diag([36,36,36,9,9,9])  

R 

covariance matrix of 

ranging noise of UWB 

devices 

changing dependent on 

distance between 

UWB devices 

(reference to Table 1) 

[m2] 

 

4.2.2.  Results and Discussion 

 

  The estimation accuracy of the algorithm is evaluated from 

estimated position and velocity like Figs. 6 to 8 because the 

attitude information is given from the STT and the gyro sensor. 

Figs. 6 to 8 show that the proposed algorithm can correctly 

estimate the relative position and velocity. The nine ranging 

data obtained from the UWB devices are uniquely determined 

from the relative attitude and position of the chaser and the 

target. In addition, because the attitude information of each 

spacecraft is shared by the UWB communication, the estimated 

relative position between spacecraft can be directly obtained 

from the nine ranging data. Therefore, the observability of the 

algorithm is assured sufficiently. Finally, the convergence of 

position estimation leads to accuracy of velocity estimation. 

 

 

 

  One of the difference vectors between true and estimated 

position is shown in Eq. (6). It is required that the final 

misalignment of positions of PROCYON-mini and DESTINY+ 

just before docking is within 0.3 m. Therefore, this result 

achieves required accuracy of position estimation.  

 Δ𝑳𝒄𝟐𝒕
𝒊 = [

0.1028
0.1409

−0.2272
] [m] (6)  

  In order to confirm the estimation accuracy, a Monte Carlo 

analysis is performed 50 times. In the analysis, the error norm 

between initial estimated position and true position is set as 6 

m and is distributed randomly. The result of the analysis is 

illustrated as Fig. 9. This figure verifies that the estimation 

accuracy of the proposed algorithm satisfies the required 

Transition direction

Estimate time：100 sec
Final position accuracy ：28.6cm

Achieve requirement

Fig. 8. Time transition of true and estimated relative 

position of target from the standpoint of chaser, and error 

ellipsoid. 

Fig. 7. Standard deviation of x component of relative velocity of target 

from the standpoint of chaser 
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Fig. 6. Standard deviation of x component of relative position of target 

from the standpoint of chaser 
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accuracy. 

 

5.  Simultaneous Estimation of Relative Position and 

Attitude of Chaser 

 

  In section 4, the attitude information of chaser is obtained by 

the chaser’s STT and gyro sensor. However, the STT cannot be 

used in some cases as follows. 

1. Attitude cannot be determined when field of view of 

STT is pointed to the target spacecraft. 

2. STT has to be avoided from sun keep out angle.(35 

degree from FOV direction) 

3. large angular velocity (0.5 deg/s over) 

  Therefore, in this section, the second estimation algorithm 

that estimates the attitude by using multiple UWB devices are 

proposed and discussed. In this algorithm, the attitude of chaser 

is added to estimation variables from the previous algorithm in 

section 4. The added variables are estimated by using ranging 

data of the multiple UWB devices. The attitude state variables 

of target are given by the communication when ranging 

simultaneously. 

 

5.1.  Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm in this section is illustrated in Fig. 10. 

The attitude quaternion of the chaser with regards to inertial 

frame is the parameter of observation equation. It is given a 

partial derivative to get Jacobian for observation matrix. 

 

 

5.2.  Simulation 

 

5.2.1.  Condition of Simulation 

  The simulation conditions for the quaternion estimation are 

added to the conditions mentioned in the previous section. In 

addition, the covariance matrix of state vector is also expanded 

as Table 7. 

 

Table 7. Specifications of added or changed state variables 

𝒒𝒊𝟐𝒄𝒕
 estimated quaternion of chaser’s 

attitude 

[0.9774,0.1222, 

0.1222,0.1222] 

tf total simulation time 200 

P covariance matrix of state 

vector 

diag([36,36,36,9,9,9,0.

1,0.1,0.1,0.1]) 

   In this numerical experiment, the initial angular velocity of 

chaser is changed in three cases. The three estimation results 

are compared to discuss the optimal angular velocity of chaser. 

 

Table 8. Three patterns of angular velocity 

slow spin case [π/100, π/200, π/300] [rad/s] 

fast spin case [π/10, π/20, π/30]   [rad/s] 

non-spin case [0,0,0]            [rad/s] 

 

5.2.2.  Results and Discussion 

  The simulation results are shown in Figs. 11 to 16. These 

results reveal that the most accurate estimation is fulfilled in the 

slow spin case. The estimation of the slow spin case is stable 

and fast. However, in the fast spin case, the estimation is 

vibrating, and it decreases estimation accuracy. In the non-spin 

case, estimation accuracy is good but the speed of convergence 

is slow. It is considered that these differences of the results are 

caused by the observability of the proposed algorithm. It is 

discussed in the section. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Simultaneous estimation algorithm of relative position and 

chaser’s attitude. 
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Fig. 9. Result of the Monte Carlo simulation for the first algorithm 
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In order to confirm the observability of the estimation 

algorithm, the rank of observation matrix is calculated. The 

state transition matrix and the observation matrix is formalized 

as Eq. (7), and Eq. (8), respectively. 

 𝑨 = [
𝟎 𝑬 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝛺

] (7)  

 𝑯 = [𝑯𝟏 𝟎 𝑯𝟐] (8)  

  Calculating the observation matrix, 10th to 18th line of the 

matrix is represented as Eq. (9).  

 𝑯𝑨 = [𝟎 𝑯𝟏 𝑯𝟐𝛺], (9)  

where 𝛺 is in Eq. (4). When angular velocity is zero, 𝑯𝟐𝛺 

will be zero matrix. This shape of matrix degrades the rank of 

the observation matrix to 9 from 10 (the full rank of the 

observation matrix). In other words, the system becomes non-

observable. It is thought that the angular velocity makes the 

attitude variation of the chaser, and several ranging 

observations under different geometric situations can be 

obtained in the estimation process. These different observations 

enhance the observability of this system. 

  From Eq. (9), it is verified that the slow spin case has the 

observability, and then the position and attitude can be 

estimated simultaneously. Fig. 12 shows that the standard 

deviation is converged in 200 seconds. It is indicated that the 

nine ranging data are sufficient to estimate position and attitude 

Fig. 14. Standard deviation of the fast spin case (x component of 

the error position) 
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by the slow spin. 

In the fast spin case, sufficient angular velocity makes 

observability matrix full-rank. However, since the chaser’s 

rotation is too strenuous, the chaser’s UWB devices are faced 

away from the target’s UWBs and no ranging information can 

be observed. Then, the estimation results vibrate, and the 

estimation accuracy is worse than that of the slow spin case.  

In the non-spin case, the chaser has almost zero angular 

velocity because the chaser receives only a small disturbance 

of SRP. Then, the observability is ineffective, and convergence 

of the standard deviation of quaternion is slower than that of 

the slow spin case. However, in this case, the state variables of 

attitude quaternion begin to converge rapidly from 120 seconds. 

This is concluded that the distance between the chaser and the 

target is below 100 m and the noise of ranging data from UWB 

devices is changed smaller mentioned in Table 2. Therefore, 

the estimation accuracy can be improved by reducing noise of 

ranging in spite of ineffective observability. 

  In order to verify the appropriate angular velocity of the 

chaser, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed. In the analysis, 

the initial angular velocity of chaser and ranging noise of UWB 

devices are given randomly in order to evaluate attitude 

estimation error angle. The result is shown in Fig. 17. This 

figure shows that the slow spin case improves the estimation 

accuracy of attitude independent of the ranging noise. However, 

the estimation accuracy in the fast spin case and the non-spin 

case depends on the ranging noise. This numerical experiment 

quantitatively verifies the qualitative analysis of this section. 

 

 

 

6.  Conclusion 

 

In this research, two estimation algorithms of relative 

position and attitude by using UWB devices are proposed to 

realize rendezvous and docking between micro and medium 

spacecraft in deep space. 

The first algorithm estimates relative position by using 

ranging data from the UWB devices, and determines the 

relative attitude by using the attitude sensors mounted on each 

spacecraft. The attitude information of the target is shared with 

the chaser via the UWB communication system. Due to the 

attitude sharing system, the relative position can be directly 

estimated from the multiple ranging data of the UWB devices. 

Hence, this algorithm ensures the observability and provides 

the accurate and stable estimation. 

The second algorithm additionally estimates the chaser’s 

attitude by using multiple ranging data from UWB devices 

under the assumption that the chaser’s STT cannot work well. 

In this algorithm, the relative angular velocity and position 

influence the observability and the estimation accuracy 

respectively. The Monte Carlo analysis shows the appropriate 

relative angular velocity and position for accurate and stable 

estimation. To keep the appropriate condition, a rendezvous 

control algorithm should be investigated. The analysis 

contributes to planning the orbital and attitude maneuver of 

interplanetary proximity rendezvous and docking. 

 The estimation algorithms and the analysis results 

discussed in this paper will expand the capability of 

interplanetary mission by micro spacecraft. 
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Fig. 17. The simulation for evaluating error angle of attitude estimation 
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